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First published on April 6, 1943 in New York, The Little Prince is French writer and aviator 
Saint-Exupéry’s most emblematic piece. During the war, Saint-Exupéry left for the United 
States, where Reynal & Hitchcock editions asked him to write a children’s tale. The writer 
didn’t stick to the genre and eventually wrote a story that has more in common with a 
philosophic tale yet speaks to children as well as grown-ups.



150 million copies sold in the world

One Of the best-seLLing bOOks Of aLL time

A book translated into more than 250 languages and dialects
an internatiOnaL and timeLess PhenOmenOn
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In the Top 10 of children’s books international sales
the Little prince pop-up already translated into 34 Languages
In France, 90% of children and 94% of adults know about The Little 
Prince
(Ipsos 2008);

the little prince is a must-read at school in more than 50 
countries

an average of 300,000 copies sold every year in france

220,000 copies in the united states and in the u.K.
ITaLy: 2.5 MILLIon copies sold since 2000
Japan: 1 MILLIon copies sold in 2006/2007
LaTIn aMerIca and spaIn: 400,000 copies in 2007,
has been increasing for 5 years
gerMany: an average of 250,000 copies sold per year,
has been increasing for 8 years

400 million readers

the LittLe Prince in numbers
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Press reLease
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These quotes, which became standards 
are known by everyone:

Ingenuous and sensitive, The Little Prince character incarnates childhood;
he’s a poetic cousin of other children’s tales heroes like Peter Pan.
Timeless, everyone can identify with this child from another planet;
Tales are eternal invitations to dream.

I ask children to forgive me for dedicating this book to a grown-up.
(Extract of the author’s note to Léon Werth)

a universaL PhenOmenOn withOut age Limit 
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To me, you will be unique 
in the whole world

We write of eternal things
It is only with the heart that one can see rightly

 What is essential is 
invisible to the eye

Only the children 
know what they are 
looking for

Because the flowers are ephemeral



the Little Prince is the first fictional character 
in history to be designated as “ambassador” 
by the un.

Many associations, hospitals, public 
schools and cultural institutions all 
over the world are named after the 
Little Prince.

the LittLe Prince’s vaLues
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For the Little Prince, the protection of his planet is 
an important value that makes him an example 
for sustainable development and the defense of 
the environment.

sustainabLe deveLOPment
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Toshiba Advertising for japanese television - 2007



tributes and adaPtatiOns
as an endless source of inspiration, the book 
has given birth to numerous adaptations. 
great names from cinema, theater, opera, 
ballet and musical theater have performed it 
all over the world.

orson Welles wrote a screenplay for the 
cinema and wanted to direct the picture.

Walt disney was planning to adapt The 
Little Prince but couldn’t do it before his 
death.

stanley donen, the director of Singin’ in 
the Rain, created a musical for The Little 
Prince in 1974 (Paramount).

From the most mythic… 
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…to the modern:

From rachel Portman’s opera in English, including Joann 
sfar’s comic book and richard cocciante’s musical..

Fashion designers:

Jean-charles de castelbajac created 2 collections inspired 
by Saint-Exupéry’s watercolors: summer 1995 and summer 
2011.

The Japanese fashion designer Mihara yasuhiro imagined 
what the Little Prince would have worn in the desert for his 
spring-summer 2010 men’s collection.
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Museums and exhibitions

The Little prince Museum in the city of Hakone 
in Japan, welcomes 400,000 visitors a year. 

French Village petite France in Korea is entirely 
dedicated to The Little Prince.

Since the end of 2009, a gigantic Little prince 
exhibition is taking place throughout Brazil.
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James dean, touched at the reading of 
the tale, used to recite whole passages 
of the book and even wanted to adapt 
it on screen. His epitaph reads, “The es-
sential is invisible to the eye.”

During the funeral tribute for Michael 
Jackson, the King of Pop’s friend Brooke 
Shields gave a touching testimony 
in which she twice quoted The Little 
Prince, “Michael Jackson was a faithful 
friend who, like the Little prince, kept on 
seeing with his heart.”

Hayao Miyazaki, Madonna and Tony 
parker regularly mention their hero. 
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But also, anonymous fans and collectors belong to an international community 
acting through numerous forums and social networks. Today, 3,5 million fans 
are gathered on The Little Prince Facebook page.

famOus Or anOnymOus fans
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THE LITTLE PRINCE
An evergreen License
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the license is multi-target and can adapt to adult products 
(such as clothes, watches and jewelry or collectible figurines) 
as well as children products (including toys, books, or crock-
ery).

accessible but nonetheless upscale, the Little Prince inspires 
creators (art, fashion, entertainment, etc.) and allows freedom 
to develop ranges for big retail chains.

targets
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thanks to the richness and 
simplicity of saint-exupéry’s 
illustrations, the possibilities 
are infinite and the catego-

ries of products countless. 

categOries
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In 2010, the german editions 
XXL puzzle book is number 
1 in children’s books sales. 
In 2012, it has been trans-
lated in croatian, slovenian, 
dutch and Italian.

In 2011, Moleskine sold 
250,000 Little prince note-
books.

Since 2009, 1 million pieces 
have been sold by oysho 
(Inditex group), the interna-
tional homewear specialist 
for women.

the License with numbers
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BIpLano
Spain/Portugal

aTLanTyca
Italy

Black & White
Greece

FILMa
Turkey

saBan Brands
Israel

stella proJecTs
Australia

asiana Lisensing
Korea

MedIa LInK
China

LaWLess
USA & Canada

Tycoon
Mexico

IMc Licensing
argentina

Luk Marcas de  Valor
Brasil

InK
North Europe

euro Lizenzen
Germany properTIZ

Worldwide

Our netwOrk
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TodAy, ThE LICENSE IS dyNAMISEd By ThE PoWEr oF 
INTErNET ThANKS To ThE BrANd oFFICIAL WEBSITE ANd 
To SoCIAL NETWorKS.

Thelittleprince.com, the real source of information 
about Saint-Exupéry’s masterpiece, exists in French, 
English, German, Italian, Spanish and Portuguese.

In May 2012, videos on The Little prince youtube 
channel reached 862,000 views.

propertiz-licensing.com is a crossroads, a platform 
for all The Little Prince licensing partners.

the LittLe Prince On the internet
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22The Little prince Facebook page will soon reach 4 millions fans.
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the LittLe Prince, news

The new adventures of The Little prince, the 
TV series by Method animation, is a real suc-
cess. Broadcast in over more than 80 territories, 
it gathers children and their families from all over 
the world. The third season has been launched.



An animated motion picture is in production and it will 
be released for Christmas 2014. The American direc-
tor Mark osborne (Kung Fu Panda) will be directing it.
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In 2013, The Little Prince will celebrate its 70th anniver-
sary, a great moment that will be commemorated by 
several events set up for the occasion.

A year-long exhibition on The Little Prince Classic and the 
TV series will take place in Seoul, Korea starting in June 
2012. 
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